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50 Questions to ask of your religion. 
         Issue date: 23 Aug 2007 
 
Are you content with your religion’s explanation of:- 
 

1. The present pain and suffering within the world? 
2. Why other religions exist within the world if your religion is the correct one? 
3. Why do we witness religions jockeying for supremacy (by locking others out, either politically, 

religiously, commercially or by physical force) within the world? 
4. Why religions interact with worldly politics when the religion is supposed to be above/beyond the 

operations of this present world – being the whole reason for its existence! 
5. Why religions interact with the commercial world, for the same reason above! 
6. If your religion is perfect then it must perfectly cover the future of other humans who disagree with you. 
7. What is the assessment criteria of success in this world – and further, in the ‘next’? 
8. Who or What sets the assessment criteria and maintains it for this world – and further, in the ‘next’! 
9. Who or What has the necessary credentials to ensure that a perfect assessment is performed in both 

questions above. What are the given auditing procedures of the reference standard? 
10. How do successful humans maintain everlasting life if they decide to rebel or sin at some time later in 

the next life? 
11. How your religion interacts and is supported by known and tested scientific evidence. 
12. Why are we not in the next stage of our existence, or are we? 
 

Questions on the religion itself: 
 

13. Does your religion itself intrinsically need you?  Or do you need the religion!  Needs careful thought! 
14. Does the religious establishment/edifice need you?  Or do you need the religious establishment? 
15. How are the two (four) questions above related together within your religion? 
16. What do you think you get out of your religion now – Why do you support it? –  

Think deeply why - because I can immediately think of at least 10 reasons why you might! 
17. What do you actually get out of your religion – the deepest question yet! 
18. What does the religious establishment/edifice get out of you? – Subtlety different to the earlier 

question! 
19. What does the religious establishment/edifice actually get out of you? – Even more subtle question! 
20. What do you think you will get out of your religion? – This is different to earlier questions. 
21. If that is the reason why you support it, then why do so many people not agree with you? 
22. Religious Works – Who or what do they promote? 
23. What are the actions of the acolytes of your religion like – are they partisan? 
24. What are the actions of the acolytes of your religion like – are they loving to those outside your 

religion, including your enemies?  Are their enemies the same as yours?   Do you have enemies? 
25. What are the actions/works of the acolytes around you of your religion – Do they help to promote 

lawfulness or lawlessness?  Lawlessness leads to suffering, because the world shows that the strongest 
takes from the weaker – which surely ‘a religion of peaceful co-existence’ would not espouse! 

26. What are the actions and thoughts of the acolytes of your religion like – are they identical to yours? 
If not, why not?  - The Source material is the same!  Or is it? 

27. Is your religion altruistic to all members of the human race irrespective of what they perform ‘in error’ 
to you? 

28. Is the stated religion consistent throughout itself? 
29. Does your religion demonstrate respect to all aspects of creation on this planet? 
30. Is your religion scientifically refuted!  For example if any statements are demonstrated to be 

scientifically flawed by experimental testing!  Excludes what cannot be tested for at present, being 
limited by present day scientific knowledge (for example “accepting the concept of producing light by 
electricity” was not possible before the discovery and understanding of electricity). 

31. Does it teach you something new everyday?  And what it teaches you - does it edify you? 
32. Does the teaching edify you above your neighbour, or edifies you to assist your neighbour to edify 

themselves?  (Your neighbour is anyone other than you!) 
33. Why do you wish to edify your neighbour – and if they refuse – what are you instructed to do? 
34. Why should you do as you are instructed – if your neighbour refuses to accept your understanding? 
35. If you died, would your religious knowledge and religious activity die with you?  Quite a profound 

question! 
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36. Are you content with what is on offer when you are dead – Why? – For what guarantee of certainty do 
you have to “know that you are correct”?  What foundations “of certainty” is your rational and 
assumptions based upon?  Because “I hope” – is not good enough, being just – ‘blind faith’! 

37. Does your religion contain much mystic waffle – much propagated by the religious leaders? 
 

 
About your religion’s leader and the leaders above him. 
 

38. What are the works like of these leaders?  Are they inline with what your religion espouses? 
39. What is the lifestyle like of your leader?  Is it like yours?  
40. What shell is placed around your esteemed leaders to ‘protect them’ from you - personally! 
41. Do you really know what your leader is like, and those above him – are you in a position to find out? 
42. Is your leader partisan?  Is this what your religion teaches?  If so – is this ethical? 
43. Is your leader capable of doing anything else to support their lifestyle? 
44. Does your leader preach exactly the same message as another leader of the same religion? 

If not, why not – For what reasons?  Are these valid and logical reasons – or just worldly waffle? 
The Source material is the same!  Or is it?  Again, if not, why not? 

45. Does your leader need people like you around him/herself?  If so, then why? 
46. Does your leader give personal time to you when you need assistance? 
47. Is your leader competent and capable of answering your questions – does he/her do this? 
48. Do they actually know any other worldly religion outside their own religion to explain in detail why 

theirs is better – based upon comparisons? 
49. Are you strongly encouraged to take your leaders position and replace him?  - An interesting question! 

 
 
Finally and perhaps the most telling about you and your religion:- 
 

50. Do you know enough about your religion to be in a position to convert me to your religion? 
And to get to know what I believe, for you to even be in a position to succeed, then perhaps you would 
do well to read this website to understand what I believe and perhaps find some weakness in my 
arguments that may be to your advantage!   I most welcome and warmly encourage the religious leaders 
at the very top of their particular worldly religion to do so, because deep in their hearts they personally 
know that theirs is fraudulent – but are sadly on a ‘runaway wagon’ and just cannot get off – for 
worldly reasons! 
Or would you rather I speak to you about my assurance, fidelity supported by solid knowledge? 

 
 
 
 
Now please go to the next section in this listing where it pries more deeply into these subject areas. 


